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² Basic scales for heavy flavor 

² HF dynamical evolution in QGP 

² News from Theory parallel talk@QM17 

²  Impact of magnetic field on HF dynamics 

Outline�
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 



Basic Scales�
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Ø  mc,b >> ΛQCD  pQCD initial production 

Ø  mc,b >> TRHIC,LHC   negligible thermal production  

Ø  τ0≈ 1/2mQ << τQGP witness of all the QGP evolution 

Ø  τth ≈ τQGP >> τq,g carry more information 



Studying the HF in uRHIC�
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

•  initial prod. 
-  pQCD-NLO 
-  MC-NLO 
-  CNM effect 
    [pp,pA exp.] 
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•  Dynamics in QGP 
- Transp. coeff. of QCD matter  
     -> thermalization ?! 

- Mass & color in Jet quenching 

•  hadronization 
   - coalescence and/or fragm. 
   - hadronic rescattering 

Bulk pre-equilibrium 
at τ0 ≈ 1/2mc,b< 0.1 fm/c 

Adapted from R. Rapp 



How HQ interact with the medium 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

v 	Elastic Collisional Energy Loss 
						 - pQCD inspired+HTL (Torino, Nantes,LBL…)  
          LO diagrams, soft scale resummed in HTL 
          Infrared singularity, gT<<g2 ? 
      - QuasiParticleModel (Catania, Frankfurt-PHSD) 
          LO  diagram, αs(T) from a fit to lQCD-EoS 

    main feature increased strength as T -> Tc 
	

v  Radiative Energy Loss 
 - pQCD (pT > 10 GeV) (AMY, DGLV, WHDG,HT, …) 

         some have both collisional and radiative  
         both light & heavy but v2 is often missed	
 

Agreement that: 
-  p ≈ mQ is dominated by Collisional Eloss 
-  p>>>mQ radiative dominated 
-  what is the crossing is model dependent and exp. data are not able 

to clarify it even if favor collisional up to pT ≈ 5-6 GeV for charm 
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Some recent theoretical progress 



Resonant Elastic scattering with T-matrix�
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Scattering under a potential derived from lQCD Free-energy: 
Like QPM indicates an increasing interaction as T -> Tc 

F=U-TS 



Resonant Elastic scattering with T-matrix�
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Scattering under a potential derived from lQCD Free-energy: 
Like QPM indicates an increasing interaction as T -> Tc 

Recent new theoretical development 

Ø  A way to solve the issue of V from F=U-TS 

Ø  V keeps long range remnants of confinement 

Ø  Consistent with hadronization by coalescence  

Ø  Scope: consistency with quarkonium  

     correlator, HQ susceptibilities, EoS, …3-body?  

SYF Liu+Rapp,’15 
arXiV: 1612.09138 



pQCD Eloss extension of DGLV 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Continous improvement: no static scatterings à coll.+rad.,  
finite size, magnetic and electric mass, αs running, 
 …both heavy& light,  

•  Collisional non negliglible (also at pT>5-10 GeV) 
•  Explain RAA(π) ≈ RAA(D)<RAA(B) 

M. Djordjevic et al. PRC80 (2009), PRL101(2008), PLB709 (2012), PLB734 (2014) ... 

non-prompt 

 PRC94(2016) PLB737(2014) 

pT>7 GeV pT>8-16 GeV pT>6.5 GeV 



pQCD Eloss extension of DGLV 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Progress needed: 
²  Miss an underlying Hydro well  
    controlled background 

²  Miss prediction for v2  

This step is starting … ERC-Grant $$$$ 

Continous improvement: no static scatterings à coll.+rad.,  
Both heavy& light, finite size magnetic and electric mass,  
αs running,… 

•  Collisional non negliglible (also at pT>5-10 GeV) 
•  Explain RAA(π) ≈ RAA(D)>RAA(B) 
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Consistent full NLO calculation 

²  A new effective theory [power counting in pT/Q] derived that describes the 
propagation of HQ in a background QCD medium – SCETM,G  

Z. Kang et al. ArXiv: 1610.02043, JHEP submitted   

²  Role of mass understood in the vacuum and the medium to 1st order in opacity 
beyond the soft gluon approximation, 

    but reduce to GLV in that limit 

Gluon fragmentation plays an important role 
in the lower pT range 
 

Massive splitting function with dead cone 

R. Sharma et al. PRC (2009) 

Open HQ in soft-collinear effective theory 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

At lower pT including collisional  
Dissociation of D meson (τD=τ0 *E/mD) 

αs=0.32±0.03 



Studying the HF in uRHIC�
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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•  HQ diffusion in QGP 
  - scatterings with bulk 
    + radiative Eloss 
  - transport equation: 
     Langevin - Boltzmann   

Bulk pre-equilibrium 
at τ0 ≈ 1/2mc,b< 0.1 fm/c 

fQ(r,φr,p,φp,t) -> RAA, v2, v3, dN/dΔφ12

Adapted from R. Rapp 



HQ diffusion in the expanding QGP �
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

sQGP 

c,b quarks  Two main approaches: 
1) Langevin approach (T<<mq  soft scattering) 
      [TAMU, Duke, Nantes, Torino, Catania, …]  
2) Boltzman kinetic transport  

 [Catania, Nantes, Frankfurt, LBL, CCNU,…] 

  background Hydro/transport expanding bulk 



HQ diffusion in the expanding QGP �
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

sQGP 

c,b quarks  

γ= d3k∫ M(k,p) 2p

223 ),(
2
1 ppkMkdD ∫=

|M|2 scatt. matrix from 
some theory: HTL, pQCD 

coll.,rad.,T-matrix.. 

Two main approaches: 
1) Langevin approach (T<<mq  soft scattering) 
      [TAMU, Duke, Nantes, Torino, Catania, …]  
2) Boltzman kinetic transport (…Kadanoff-Baym-PHSD) 

 [Catania, Nantes, Frankfurt, LBL, CCNU,…] 

  background Hydro/transport expanding bulk 

Fluct.-Dissip. Th. 
D =ETγ   
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Boltzmann (BM) 

Langevin/Fokker	Planck	(LV)	

∂fQ
∂t

= γ
∂(pfQ )
∂p

+D
∂2fQ
∂p2

Small	q2	<<M,	M<<	gT	
Brownian	mo?on	

	<p>≈ e-γΤ
Drag	

<Δp2>	
Diffusion	



Are there differences coming from BM vs LV?�
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Most of the groups start from drag γ or from DT (not DL) 
This choice is more in line with Boltzmann that not having the FDT issue,  
can serve as a guide… 

	≈	isotropic	scaDerings	

γLV	reduced	by	40%	

BM and LV à RAA(pT) shaper nearly identical: 
-  but Drag γ has to be reduced by 15-40% depending on mc & dσgQ/dΘ
-  Larger v2(pT) ≈ 10-30% again depending on mc & dσ/dΘ

S.K. Das et al.,PRC ‘14 

mc=1.35 GeV 

mD=1.6	GeV	



Are there difference coming from BM vs LV?�
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

mD=1.6	GeV	

Reduced	40%	

mD=0.8	GeV	

S.K. Das et al.,PRC ‘14 

γLV	reduced	by	20%	

	quite	forward	peaked	scaDerings	

Most of the groups start from drag γ or from DT (not DL) 
This choice is more in line with Boltzmann that not having the FDT issue,  
can serve as a guide… 

BM and LV à RAA(pT) shaper nearly identical: 
-  but Drag γ has to be reduced by 15-40% depending on mc & dσgQ/dΘ
-  Larger v2(pT) ≈ 10-30% again depending on mc & dσ/dΘ



Boltzmann for angular correlations 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

BM vs LV would make a difference 
for up coming [D-h] + [D-D] 
triggered angular correlations 

v  Boltzmann especially going to dN/dΔφ12 and high pT including  
    both radiative and collisional should be more appropriate 
    à SUBATECH, LBL- CCNU [Cao, Tue 18:10] 

Δθ	

Starting from back-to-back 
pT=10 GeV as trigger 
only collisional Eloss 

Angular correlation 
Charm		
(Pb+Pb	@	2.76	A	TeV)	

In dN/dΔφ12  sizeable differences 
between BM& LV also for Bottom 	

pT=10 GeV 	

pT [0-2]GeV  
pT [2-4]GeV 	
pT [6-8]GeV 	



What is the relation between  

HQ in medium interaction and observable? 



Impact of T dep. interaction on RAA – v2�_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Looking at it beyond the specific modelings 

Ø  γ ≈ T2  [Ads/CFT, pQCD αs=const, Duke] 

Ø  γ ≈ T   [pQCD strong αs running] 

Ø  γ ≈ const. [QPM, PHSD,..] 

Drag 

S.	Das	et	al.,	PLB747	(2015)	260	

Effect disappears at pT> 3 GeV  
extends for v3 Caio’s talk 

[T-matrix] 

γ  rescaled to fit RAA(pT), D from FDT 

[LBT] 

Boltzmann 
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RAA – V2�__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

²  At RHIC solution for RAA-v2, not clear is sufficient at LHC (still large error bars) 

²  Impact of Hadronic Rescattering 0-20%, but Tc=155-175 MeV  would be 

     appropriate to have 155 MeV (lQCD, SHM) and check v2D vs v2Ds [Rapp’s] 

Still several ingredients to be scrutinized: 
initial pT,w w/o CNM, hydro bulk, 
hadronization impact,w/o hadronic 
rescattering…  we are working on this: 
-  EMMI-RRTF@GSI  
-  Jet-HQ 

3 main contributions: 
 

² γ(T) factor 2 in v2 vs 10-20% 
more impact than η/s(T) for bulk  

²  10-25% Boltzmann dynamics 
²  20-30% Hadronization by coalesc. 

Varying γ(T) 

Coal. 

 BM 

HR 



What is the underlying Ds? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Ds (p = 0) =
T
mQγ

=
T
mQ

τ th

τth≈4-5 fm/c 

but at finite p ≈ mQ  
τth increase by about 50% 
except TO-POHWEG 

τth≈1 fm/c 
τth≈3 fm/c 

Diffusion 

T/Tc

pQCD
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What is the underlying Ds ?__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Ds (p = 0) =
T
mQγ

=
T
mQ

τ th

τth≈4-5 fm/c 

but at finite p ≈ mQ  
τth increase by about 50% 
except TO-POHWEG 

τth≈1 fm/c 
τth≈3 fm/c 

Diffusion 

pQCD

TAMU 
PHSD 
POHWEG-TO 

² We are able to pin-down a T dependence thanks to τtherm≈ τQGP 

² Upcoming years may be conclusive to say, we have found the  

    Hot non-perturbative QCD matter 



News from Open HF parallel session [Th] 



[ S.Cao, Luo, Qin and Wang, arXiv: 1605.06447 ]  

S. Cao, Tue 18:10 

Linearized Boltzmann Transport : Rad.(pQCD) + Coll. Eloss  
Inelastic Scatt. probability based on the average number of medium-induced gluon 
Spectrum of medium-induced gluon (Higher-Twist formalism): 
dNg

dxdk
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[ Guo- Wang (2000), Majumder (2012);  
    Zhang, Wang-Wang (2004) ] 

Number n of radiated gluons during Δt – Poisson distribution: 
P (n) =

hNgin

n!
e�hNgi Pinel = 1� e�hNgi

Linearized Boltzmann: Coll.+Rad.�
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Strong points: 
²  Both heavy and light 
²  Both radiative and collisional 
²  Realistic hydro background 
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Strong points: 
²  Both heavy and light 
²  Both radiative and collisional 
²  Realistic hydro background 



Linearized Boltzmann Transp.: Coll.+Rad.�
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Main point: 
²  Starting from pQCD a K-factor is needed 
     that is T and p depedent: 

 

²  This means non-perturbative dynamics 
      - that is larger as T -> Tc 
      - that disappears as p >> mc 

 
Data led different modeling to a coherent 
message 
 
Future: 5 param. Global Bayesan fit [S.Bass talk] 

q̂ = q̂pQCD ·K2
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S. Cao, Tue 18:10 

S. Cao et al., PRC94(2016) 



J. Liao’s, Wed 15.40 
CUJET3.0 on HF [high pT] __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

CUJET3.0: a simulation framework based on a microscopic picture of 
Semi-quark-gluon monopole plasma. Eloss from DGLV plus magnetic mass 
effect. Implement non-pQCD physics near TC due to monopoles 

First predictions on HF (independent test) with no parameter calibration 
within error bars nice description of RAA and V2 at high pT.  

[S. Shi, J. Xu, J. Liao, M. Gyulassy, in preparation] 

q/T3 



J. Liao’s, Wed 15.40 
CUJET3.0 on HF [high pT] __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

CUJET3: a simulation framework based on a microscopic picture of 
Semi-quark-gluon monopole plasma. Eloss from DGLV plus magnetic mass 
effect. Implement non-pQCD physics near TC due to monopoles 

First predictions on HF (independent test) with no parameter calibration 
within error bars nice description of RAA and v2 at high pT.  

[S. Shi, J. Xu, J. Liao, M. Gyulassy, in preparation] 



B & D at high pT: path length but on e-b-e bulk 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

²  RAA of B and D appears to be the same! 
²  V2D,B linearly correlated with v2 bulk – for D see ALICE, A.Barbano - Tue 16:50 

²  V3 significantly affected by the T dependence of Eloss 

²  v2,3{2}, v2,3{4}, v2,3{6}, v2,3{8} all cumulants are equal à flow 

Caio, Wed 17:30 

HF- bulk vn correlation w ESE 

Caio-Prado et al.,arXiv:1612.05724 

D meson –Pb+Pb@5.02 ATeV,30-40% 



B & D at high pT: path length but on e-b-e bulk 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

²  RAA of B and D appears to be the same! 
²  Vn linearly correlated with vn bulk – for D see ALICE, A.Barbano - Tue 16:50 

²  v3 show a persistence of the correlation with T dependence of Eloss 

²  v2,3{2}, v2,3{4}, v2,3{6}, v2,3{8} all cumulants are equal à flow 

Caio, Wed 17:30 

HF- bulk vn correlation w ESE 

Caio-Prado et al.,arXiv:1612.05724 

D meson –Pb+Pb@5.02 ATeV,30-40% 



How v2 of D is build-up? 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

SUBATECH-Nantes [MC@sNLO + EPOS] 

P. Gossiaux. Wed 18:10 

Gossiaux over night calculation  

A. Barbano, Tue 16:50 

This is just the beginning of a new step 
forward, how  we will learn from it  
… next QM2018 



Another plus from τth≈ τQGP 



Impact of Magnetic Field on charm�
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 New 

Standard	hydro	τ0	
charm		
τform	

z,η
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B field strength: 
- created on Earth ≈ 107 Gauss 
- Neutron Star ≈ 1013 Gauss 
- uRHIC ≈1019 Gauss≈10-50 mπ

2 

E-B fields like Gursoy et al, PRC 89(14) 
No e-b-e fluctuations 
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Impact of Magnetic Field on charm�
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 New 

HQ best probe for v1 from B: 

-  tform ≈ 0.1 fm/c vs q << g at this time 
-  τth(c) ≈ τQGP>> τe.m  
-  do not mix with CME [c no chiral] 
-  do not mix vorticity [Odd- parity] 
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For Light quarks predicted v1≈ 10-4  

[Gursoy et al., PRC89 (2014)] 
For charm quark we find a sizeable v1 

using the same E-B field evolution 

Das et al., arXiv:1608.02231  

Slope of v1 



Conclusions�
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

v Open HF are an excellent probe having: 
     - the potential to link lQCD to phenomenology 

     - generated observables not easy to predict containing 
  information on T dependence of the Hot-QCD interaction  

       in non-perturbative regime (pT < 10 GeV ) 

v A large τtherm ≈ τQGPà make it a probe carrying more info: 

      - RAA ,v2 ,v3,v2(HQ)-v2(QGP),dND/dΔφ12àγ,D(T) of Hot QCD medium 

 - Charm as new probe for the initial E-B field  

v  In 2016 two new initiatives à sorting out an assessment : 

   - EMMI RRTF 
        - Jet-HQ  + First outcome this year 



Are there differences coming from BM vs LV?�
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

²  An essential part of LV is the Fluct.- Dissip. Th.: D(p) =ETγ(p) (*) 
     DL , DT and γ from the scattering matrix that does not fulfill (*) 
     [a sign that microcospic dynamics imply more than <p> and <Δp2>] 

²   Issue less relevant for bottom (M>>gT, T à Brownian motion) 

γ =
1
p
D||
1
T
∂E
∂p

−
1
p
∂D||
∂p

−
2
p2

D|| −D⊥( ) main difference if one input 
DL from M scatt. - matrix 

Rapp & Prino, JPG43 (2016)093002 

FDT 

Andronic et al.,  EPJA (2016) [SAPORE GRAVIS Review] 
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Moore & Teaney, PRC71 (2005) 

Fokker-Plank for charm  
interaction in a hydro bulk  

It’s not just a matter of pumping up pQCD elastic cross section: 
too low RAA or too low v2 

Multiplying by  
a K-factor pQCD 

data	

Data-2004	

Diffusion coefficient 

Dp ∝ d3k Mg(q)c→g(q)c (k, p)
2
k2∫

scattering matrix 

Data	

RAA & v2 with upscaled pQCD cross section 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 



RAA	can	be	“generated” faster	than	v2	

The relation between RAA and time is not trivial and depend on  
how one interacts and loose energy with time.  

A typical example 

RAA and v2 correlation: time evolution 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Rapp-Van Hees 



Impact of Coalescence 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

²   Measurement of Λc/D can signficantly provide bounds and  
     constraints on hadronization by coalescence and/ or  fragmentation 
     [STAR, Tue 17:50] 

QPM (coll. Only)- Catania, Scardina et al. 

²  Impact of coalescence differs among the approaches 



Going more differential 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

( )GeVp
pd

dN

initial

103 −= δLangevin Boltzmann 

T= 400 MeV 
 

T= 400 MeV 
 

Charm Charm 

S.K. Das et al., PRC90 (14) 044901 

Brick problem 

²  Kinematics of collisions (Boltzmann) can throw particles at very low p soon. 

²  The motion of single HQ does not appear to be of Brownian type,  
     on the other hand Mc/T=3   ->   Mc/<pbulk> = 1 & p>>mQ 

²  Evolution of <p> is nearly identical in BM & LV 



²   Low pT protected by thermalization 

²  Bottom protected by the significantly larger M/T 

Going more differential 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

dN
d3p initial

= δ p− 2GeV( )
Brick problem 



AdS/CFT�
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ü  Diffusion strongly increasing with Energy of HQ 
ü  No set –up for realistic v2 prediction 

λ=g2
sym NC to be gauged to QCD 

FDT 

W. Horowitz, PRD91(15) 

D = π λ TSYM
3

New Result (≠FDT) 
 

Horowitz: arXiv:1612.05908 [hep-ph]  
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V3 with e-b-e hydro bulk 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

SUBATECH-Nantes [MC@sNLO] 

Will v3 constraint more Ds, hadronization, incomplete coupling to medium…?  

P. Gossiaux. Wed 18:10 

M. Nahrgang et al., PRC91(2015) 

J.Sun, Tue 16:30 



Link to lattice QCD [Kaczmarek Thu 12.30]�
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

v   Extract the Free Energy of QQ 

   àHQ Potential F=U-TS 

Extract Spectral function ρE from color-
electric correlator with an initial 
assumption for ρE , then Kubo formula: 

Approximations/limitations: 
quenched QCD, heavy quark vs. charm 
quark, continuum extrapolation, ... 

v   Evaluate Diffusion Transp. Coeff. 

Free Energy 

Diffusion 

q0
2 ≈
!q4 /mQ

2 <<
"q2

space-like transf. Mom. à V(r) 





Beraudo 

- Centrality bias 
- RAA is non-thermal 
- We can see that γ≈T2 

   generates the smallest flow 



Quite reasonable agreement of theory: DGLV, SUBATECH, T-matrix 
Not clear it is a good agreement at low pT especially for bottom 
Not clear the extraction is fully ok, compare with D RAA from STAR 

Bottom vs Charm from e± @RHIC 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 






